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Abstract
In this paper, a Legendre collocation method for numerically solving Cahn–Hilliard equations with Neumann
boundary conditions is developed. We establish their semi-discrete and fully discrete schemes that inherit the
energy dissipation property and mass conservation property from the associated continuous problem. We prove
existence and uniqueness of the numerical solution and derive the optimal error bounds. We perform some
numerical experiments which con6rm our results.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we use the Legendre collocation method to solve numerically Cahn–Hilliard
(C–H) equation with Neumann boundary conditions. We consider the following nonlinear evolu-
tion equation in one space dimension, for real u,
ut + D4u= D2(u) in x∈ ≡ (−1; 1); t ¿ 0 (1.1)
where
(u) = r2u3 + r1u2 + r0u; r2 ¿ 0 (1.2)
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subject to the Neumann boundary condition:
Du= D3u− D(u) = 0; x =−1; 1 (1.3)
and initial condition
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x∈: (1.4)
Here, D ≡ 9=9x; ut ≡ 9u=9t;  is a prescribed positive constant and r0; r1; r2 are given constants.
This problem arises in the study of phase separation in binary alloys (see [1,3,15,19]).
The study of problem (1.1)–(1.4) can be found in many references (see [11,17,18] and the refer-
ences cited therein). The existence of the solution locally in time is proved by the standard Picard
iteration. Global existence results are obtained by proving priori estimates for the appropriate norms
of u. Adjusted to our needs, the results can be given in the following form:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose u0 ∈L2(), problem (1.1)–(1.4) possesses a unique solution u de6ned for
all t¿ 0, such that
u∈C(R+; L2()) ∩ L2(0; T ;H 2()) ∩ L4(0; T ;L4()) ∀T ¿ 0;
if u0 ∈H 2b () ≡ {u∈H 2(); the considered boundary conditions hold}, then
u∈C(R+; H 2b ()) ∩ L2(0; T ;H 4()) ∀T ¿ 0:
The important features of C–H equations are that (i) For the problems of (1.1)–(1.4), the extended
Ginzberg–Landau free energy functional
F(u) =
∫

[ 
2
(Du)2 +  (u)
]
dx; (1.5)
where
 (u) =
r2
4
u4 +
r1
3
u3 +
r0
2
u2;  ′(u) = (u) (1.6)
is a Lyapunov functional (see [7,10,11,18]), d=dtF(u)6 0, i.e., the energy is dissipative as time
passes. (ii) The total mass remains constant
1
||
∫

u(x; t) dx =
1
||
∫

u0 dx =M; t ¿ 0: (1.7)
These properties play an important role in C–H’s theoretical analysis of mathematics. They are used
to estimate the absolute pointwise maximum value of the solution, i.e.,
‖u‖∞6 c; t ¿ 0: (1.8)
Numerical methods for C–H equations can be found in many references (see [5–12] and the
references cited therein). From these references, we know that it is the key of the numerical analysis
of C–H equations to construct discrete schemes that possess a Lyapunov functional and remain
mass constant. For example, in [7,11], problem (1.1)–(1.4) is discretized using conforming 6nite
schemes with an implicit time discretization. In their fully discrete scheme, no Lyapunov function
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is known at present, the pointwise estimate of the numerical solution cannot be obtained, so such
a hypothesis is required to avoid this diLculty. In [9], semi-discrete schemes which can de6ne a
Lyapunov functional and remains mass constant are used for a mixed formulation of the governing
equation. In [6], a mixed 6nite element formulation with an implicit time discretization was presented
for the C–H equation (1.1) with Direchlet boundary conditions. Both their semi-discrete schemes
and fully discrete schemes have the Lyapunov functional. In [12,13], a 6nite diMerence scheme that
inherit the energy dissipation property and the mass conservation property was used.
Compared to large amount of studies in 6nite element methods and 6nite diMerence methods,
there are no numerical results on C–H equations by spectral methods to our knowledge. But spectral
methods have the natural advantage in keeping the physical properties of primitive problems. In [21],
we have considered Fourier collocation spectral method for periodic C–H equations. In this paper,
we develop a Legendre collocation method for C–H equation with Neumann boundary conditions by
using its mixed formulation. We establish their semi-discrete and fully discrete schemes that preserve
property (i), (ii), and give their numerical analysis.
The layout of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we consider a semi-discrete Legendre collo-
cation approximation; prove its existence and uniqueness of the numerical solution and derive the
error bound. In Section 3, we consider a fully discrete implicit scheme and prove existence and
uniqueness of the numerical solution under the condition NtN 4 ¡, where Nt is time step, N is the
dimension of approximation space,  is a constant. Further, we prove convergence to the solution
of the associated continuous problem. In Section 4, we perform some numerical experiments which
con6rm our results.
2. Semi-discrete approximation
Let  = (−1; 1), L2() denote the set of all square integrable functions with the inner product
(u; v) =
∫
 u(x)v(x) dx and the norm ‖u‖20 = (u; u). Let L∞() denote the Lebesgue space with the
norm ‖u‖∞ = ess supx∈|u(x)| and Hmp () denote the usual Sobolev space with the norm ‖u‖m =
(
∑
||6 m ‖Du‖20)1=2. Denote
L2(0; T ;Hmp ()) =
{
u(x; t)∈Hmp ();
∫ T
0
‖u‖2m dt ¡+∞
}
;
L∞(0; T ;Hmp ()) =
{
u(x; t)∈Hmp (); sup
06t6T
‖u‖2m ¡+∞
}
:
Now we recall some basic results about Legendre collocation method which will be used through-
out the paper (see [14,4]). For any integer N ¿ 0, let PN denote the space of all algebraic polyno-
mials of degree less than or equal to N , let Ln(x) denote the Legendre polynomial of degree n. The
Legendre Gauss–Lobatto integration formula with N + 1 nodes are
∫ 1
−1
f(x) dx =
N∑
j=0
f(xj)!j ∀f∈P2N−1; (2.1)
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where the Legendre Gauss–Lobatto nodes {xj}j=0;1; :::;N are N + 1 zeros of the polynomial (1− x2)
L′N (x), ordered from left to right, the weights !j; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N are
!j =
2
N (N + 1)
1
[LN (xj)]2
; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N;
we will choose {xj}j=0;1; :::;N as collocation points.
The discrete approximation to the scalar product of L2() and its associated norm are
(u; v)N =
N∑
j=0
u(xj)v(xj)!j; (2.2)
‖u‖N = (u; u)1=2N : (2.3)
From [4], the following relations hold:
‖u‖06 ‖u‖N6
√
3‖u‖0 ∀u∈PN : (2.4)
For any continuous function u we can now introduce its interpolant INu∈PN that matches u at
the N + 1 Legendre Gauss–Lobatto nodes {xj}j=0;1; :::;N . From [2], the following interpolation error
estimate holds: For u∈Hm(); m¿ 1:
‖u− INu‖k6 cNk−m‖u‖m; k = 0; 1: (2.5)
Set PN : L2() → PN is the orthogonal projection operator. From [4], we have, ∀u∈Hm();
m¿ 0;
‖u− PNu‖06 cN−m‖u‖m: (2.6)
Now we de6ne an operator #N : H 1()→ PN , such that, for v∈H 1(),
(D(#Nv− v); D$) = 0 ∀$∈PN and ($; 1) = 0; (2.7)
(#Nv− v; 1) = 0: (2.8)
From PoincarOe inequalities and Lax–Milgram theorem, we know that #N is well posed. For any
$∈PN , if we set $˜ = $ − ($; 1), then ($˜; 1) = 0 and
(D(#Nv− v); D$) = (D(#Nv− v); D$˜);
hence (2.7) and (2.8) is equivalent to
(D(#Nv− v); D$) = 0 ∀$∈PN ; (2.9)
(#Nv− v; 1) = 0: (2.10)
About the operator #N , we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1. ∀u∈Hm(); m¿ 1;
‖u−#Nu‖k6 cNk−m‖u‖m; k = 0; 1; (2.11)
where c is a constant, independent of N and u.
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Proof. Using the de6nition of #N , we have
|u−#Nu|1 = inf
$∈PN
($;1)=(u;1)
|u− $|1:
For any $∈PN , if we set $˜ = $ − ($; 1) + (u; 1) then ($˜; 1) = (u; 1) and |u− $|1 = |u− $˜|1, hence
|u−#Nu|1 = inf
$∈PN
|u− $|16 inf
$∈P0N
|u− v− $|1;
where P0N = {p∈PN : p(0) = p(1) = 0}, v∈P1 and v(0) = u(0); v(1) = u(1). From [16, Theorem
1.6] we have
inf
$∈P0N
|u− v− $|16 cN 1−m‖u− v‖m:
Since P1 is a 6nite-dimensional space, we have from the de6nition of v and the Sobolev embedding
theorem
‖v‖m6 c‖v‖∞6 c‖u‖∞6 c‖u‖m;
hence
|u−#Nu|16 cN 1−m‖u‖m:
Using the usual dual argument, we can easily obtain the estimate of u −#Nu in L2(). In fact,
for %∈L2(I), let z ∈H 1() be the unique solution of the following problem:
(Dz; D$) = (%; $) ∀$∈H 1(I) and ($; 1) = 0;
(z; 1) = 0;
we have ‖z‖26 c‖%‖0, hence
(u−#Nu; %) = (D(u−#Nu); Dz)
(2:9)
= (D(u−#Nu); D(z − $)) ∀$∈PN
6 |u−#Nu|1|z − $|1
6 cN 1−m‖u‖m N 1−2‖z‖2
6 cN−m‖u‖m‖%‖0;
therefore
‖u−#Nu‖0 = sup
%∈L2(I)
(u−#N ; %)
‖%‖0 6 cN
−m‖u‖m:
Now we construct a semi-discrete collocation approximation for problem (1.1)–(1.4).
Let w =−D2u+ (u), we have from (1.2)–(1.4)
Dw(−1; t) = Dw(1; t) = 0:
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Hence (1.1)–(1.3) can be written in the following form:
ut − D2w = 0; −1¡x¡ 1; 0¡t6T; (2.12)
− D2u+ (u)− w = 0; −1¡x¡ 1; 0¡t6T; (2.13)
Du(−1; t) = Du(1; t) = 0; 0¡t6T; (2.14)
Dw(−1; t) = Dw(1; t) = 0; 0¡t6T; (2.15)
so that the following weak form can be posed: Given u0 ∈H 1(), 6nd u(t)∈H 1() and w(t)∈H 1(),
such that
d
dt
(u(t); v) + (Dw(t); Dv) = 0 ∀v∈H 1(); (2.16)
(Du(t); D$) + ((u)− w; $) = 0 ∀$∈H 1(); (2.17)
u(x; 0) = u0: (2.18)
Now we formulate the following collocation approximation problem.
Find (uN (t); wN (t))∈PN ×PN , such that
d
dt
uN (xj; t)− D2wN (xj; t) = 0; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N; (2.19)
− D2uN (xj; t) + (uN (xj; t))− wN (xj; t) = 0; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N; (2.20)
DuN (−1; t) = DuN (1; t) = 0; (2.21)
DwN (−1; t) = DwN (1; t) = 0; (2.22)
uN (xj; 0) =#Nu0(xj); j = 0; 1; : : : ; N: (2.23)
Obviously, (2.19)–(2.23) are equivalent to the following equations:
d
dt
(uN (t); vN )N + (DwN (t); DvN )N = 0 ∀vN ∈PN ; (2.24)
(DuN (t); D$N )N + ((uN (t))− wN (t); $N ))N = 0 ∀$N ∈PN ; (2.25)
uN (0) =#Nu0: (2.26)
For the local in time existence and uniqueness results of (2.24)–(2.26), it can be easily obtained
by Picard iteration as the continuous problem (1.1)–(1.4). Therefore, in order to obtain existence on
[0; T ] for any T ¿ 0, we need some priori estimates on uN .
De6ne
f(uN (t)) =

2
‖DuN‖2N +
N∑
j=0
 (uN (xj; t))!j; (2.27)
where  is de6ned in (1.6).
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Lemma 2.2.
d
dt
f(uN (t))6 0: (2.28)
Proof.
d
dt
f(uN (t)) = (DuN ; DuNt )N + ((u
N (t); uNt )N
by(2:25)
= (wN (t); uNt (t))N
by(2:24)
= − ‖DwN (t)‖2N :
Lemma 2.3. The mass remains constant:
(uN (t); 1) = (u0; 1); t ¿ 0: (2.29)
Proof. It can be easily obtained from the de6nition of #N and (2.24) if only we choose vN = 1
in (2.24).
Lemma 2.4. Let u0 ∈H 1(), then there exists a constant c, independent of N , such that
‖uN (t)‖16 c; t¿ 0: (2.30)
Consequently,
‖uN (t)‖∞6 c; t¿ 0: (2.31)
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we have
f(uN (t))6f(#Nu0);
i.e.,

2
‖DuN‖2N +
N∑
j=0
 (uN (xj; t))!j6

2
‖D#Nu0‖2N +
N∑
j=0
 (#Nu0(xj; t))!j: (2.32)
Using the Young inequality, we infer the existence of two constants c1; c2 (depending only on the
coeLcients of  ), such that
r2
8
s4 − c16  (s)6 r22 s
4 + c2: (2.33)
Thus, we have from (2.32) and (2.33)

2
‖DuN‖2N +
r2
8
N∑
j=0
(uN (xj; t))4!j
6 c3 +

2
‖D#Nu0‖2N +
r2
2
N∑
j=0
(#Nu0(xj))4!j
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6 c3 +
3
2
‖D#Nu0‖20 + r2‖#Nu0‖4∞ (By (2:4))
6 c3 +
3
2
‖Du0‖20 + c4‖#Nu0‖41 (By (2:11); ‖D#Nu0‖06 ‖Du0‖0
and H 1() ,→ C0(); ‖#Nu0‖∞6 c‖#Nu0‖1)
6 c3 +
3
2
‖Du0‖20 + c4‖u0‖41 (By (2:11); ‖#Nu‖16 c‖u‖1)
=c5;
so we have from (2.4)
‖DuN‖06 ‖DuN‖N6 c6:
By PoincarOe inequality and Lemma 2.3
‖uN (t)‖16 c(‖DuN (t)‖0 + |(uN (t); 1)|
6 c(c6 + |(u0; 1)|6 c(c6 + c7‖u0‖0) = c8:
Consequently, (2.31) can be obtained from (2.30) by Sobolev imbedding theorem.
Using the same proof of [11, Theorem 2.1], we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.5. For any T ¿ 0, if u0 ∈H 1(), then (2.24)–(2.26) has a unique solution (uN ; wN )∈
L∞[(0; T ); H 1()]× L2[(0; T ); H 1()].
Lemma 2.6 (Ye [20]). Let u∈Hm() and ‖u‖∞6 c, then (u)∈Hm(), moreover,
‖(u)‖m6 c′|u‖m:
Lemma 2.7 (Canuto and Hussaini [4]). Set e(u; v)=(u; v)−(u; v)N , then for u∈L2(); v∈PN , there
exists a constant c, independent of N , such that
|e(u; v)|6 c(‖u− PN−1u‖0 + ‖u− INu‖0)‖v‖0:
Hence, if u∈Hm(), we have
|e(u; v)|6 cN−m‖u‖m‖v‖0
by (2.5) and (2.6).
Now we estimate the error ‖u(t)− uN (t)‖0. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.8. Set u0 ∈H 1(); u; w, the solution of (2.16)–(2.18), satisfy u∈L∞[(0; T ); Hm()],
ut ∈L2[(0; T ); Hm()]; w∈L2[(0; T ); Hm()]. uN; pN is the solution of (2.24)–(2.26). Then there
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exists a constant c, independent of N, such that
‖u(t)− uN (t)‖06 cN−m; (2.34)
‖w(t)− wN (t)‖L2[(0; T ); L2(I)]6 cN−m: (2.35)
Proof. Denote EN (t)=uN (t)−#Nu(t); FN (t)=wN (t)−#Nw(t). From (2.16)–(2.18), (2.24)–(2.26)
and (2.9), we have ∀vN ∈PN ;∀$N ∈PN
d
dt
(EN (t); vN )N + (DFN (t); DvN )N = (-t(t); vN ) + e(#Nut(t); vN ); (2.36)
(DEN (t); $N )N − (FN (t); $N )N = ((u(t))− (uN (t)); $N )N
−(%(t); $N )− e(#Nw(t); $N ) + e((u(t)); $N ); (2.37)
where -(t) = u(t) −#Nu(t); %(t) = w(t) −#Nw(t). Choose vN = EN (t) in (2.36), $N = FN (t) in
(2.37), and subtract them, we obtain

2
d
dt
‖EN (t)‖2N + ‖FN (t)‖2N = (-t(t); EN (t)) + (%(t); FN (t))
+ e(#Nut(t); EN (t)) + ((u(t))− (uN (t)); FN (t))N
+ e(#Np(t); FN (t)) + e((u(t)); FN (t))
6 ‖-t(t)‖0‖EN (t)‖0 + ‖%(t)‖0‖FN (t)‖0
+ ‖(u(t))− (uN (t))‖N‖FN (t)‖N + |e(#Nut(t); EN (t))|
+ |e(#Nw(t); FN (t))|+ |e((u(t)); FN (t))|: (2.38)
Note that #Nut(t)∈PN , we have #Nut(t) = IN (#Nut(t)), From Lemma 2.7 and (2.6), we have
|e(#Nut(t); EN (t))|6 c‖#Nut(t)− PN−1#Nut(t)‖0‖EN (t)‖0
= c‖[ut(t)− PN−1ut(t)]− (id − PN−1)[ut(t)−#Nut(t)]‖0‖EN (t)‖0
6 c(‖ut(t)− PN−1ut(t)‖0 + ‖ut(t)−#Nut(t)‖0)‖EN (t)‖0; (2.39)
similarly
|e(#Nw(t); FN (t))|6 c(‖w(t)− PN−1w(t)‖0 + ‖w(t)−#Nw(t)]‖0)‖FN (t)‖0; (2.40)
|e((u(t)); FN (t))|6 c(‖(u(t))− PN−1(u(t))‖0 + ‖(u(t))− IN(u(t))‖0)‖FN (t)‖0: (2.41)
By Lemma 2.4 and (2.4)
‖(u(t))− (uN (t))‖N 6 c‖u(t)− uN (t)‖N
= c‖INu(t)− uN (t)‖N6 c‖INu(t)− uN (t)‖0
6 c(‖u− INu‖0 + ‖-(t)‖0 + ‖EN (t)‖0): (2.42)
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From (2.38)–(2.42), we have
d
dt
‖EN (t)‖20 + ‖FN (t)‖20
6 c‖EN (t)‖20 + c(‖-(t)‖20 + ‖-t(t)‖20 + ‖%(t)‖20 + ‖u− INu‖20
+ ‖ut(t)− PN−1ut(t)‖20 + ‖w(t)− PN−1w(t)‖20
+ ‖(u(t))− PN−1(u(t))‖20 + ‖(u(t))− IN(u(t))‖20); (2.43)
where we have used (2.4) and the following inequality (for some suitable 0)
ab6 0a2 +
1
40
b2 (∀0¿ 0): (2.44)
By Gronwall lemma, we obtain
‖EN (t)‖206 c
(∫ t
0
[‖-(2)‖20 + ‖-t(2)‖20 + ‖%(2)‖20 + ‖u(2)− INu(2)‖20
+ ‖Dtu(2)− PN−1Dtu(2)‖20 + ‖w(2)− PN−1w(2)‖20
+ ‖(u(2))− PN−1(u(2))‖20 + ‖(u(2))− IN(u(2))‖20] d2
)
; (2.45)
∫ t
0
‖FN (2)‖20 d26 c
(∫ t
0
[‖-(2)‖20 + ‖-t(2)‖20 + ‖%(2)‖20 + ‖u(2)− INu(2)‖20
+ ‖Dtu(2)− PN−1Dtu(2)‖20 + ‖w(2)− PN−1w(2)‖20
+ ‖(u(2))− PN−1(u(2))‖20 + ‖(u(2))− IN(u(2))‖20] d2
)
: (2.46)
Therefore, (2.34), (2.35) can be obtained by using (2.5), (2.6), (2.11), (2.45) and (2.46), Lemma
2.6 and the triangular inequality.
3. A fully discrete scheme
In this section, we give a fully discrete scheme which keeps the Lyapunov functional (1.5) in its
discrete form and mass conservation property.
Let Nt = T=M , for a positive integer M . Then we consider the following fully discrete problem:
Find (uNn+1; w
N
n+1)∈PN ×PN ; n= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; M − 1 such that,
(4tuNn+1=2; v
N )N + (DwNn+1; Dv
N )N = 0 ∀vN ∈PN ; (3.1)
(DuNn+1=2; D$
N )N + (˜(uNn ; u
N
n+1)− wNn+1; $N )N = 0 ∀$N ∈PN ; (3.2)
uN0 =#Nu0; (3.3)
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where
uNn+1=2 =
1
2(u
N
n + u
N
n+1);
4tuNn+1=2 =
uNn+1 − uNn
Nt
;
˜(u; v) =
2
4
(u3 + u2v+ uv2 + v3) +
1
3
(u2 + uv+ v2) +
0
2
(u+ v):
For uNn computed through (3.1)–(3.3), the energy functional dissipation property and the mass
conservation property are inherited because we have the Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
Lemma 3.1. If {uNn ; wNn } solves (3.1)–(3.3), then
1
Nt
(f(uNn+1)− f(uNn ))6 0; n= 0; 1; : : : ; M − 1: (3.4)
Proof. By using (3.1) and (3.2) and the de6nition of f(·), we obtain
1
Nt
(f(uNn+1)− f(uNn )) = (DuNn+1=2; D4tuNn+1=2)N + (˜(uNn ; uNn+1); 4tuNn+1=2)N
= (wNn+1; 4tu
N
n+1=2)N
=−(DwNn+1; DwNn+1)N =−‖DwNn+1‖2N :
Lemma 3.2. If {uNn ; wNn } solves (3.1)–(3.3), then
(uNn ; 1) = (u0; 1); n= 0; 1; : : : ; M: (3.5)
Proof. It can be easily obtained from (3.1), (3.3) and the de6nition of #N by choosing vN = 1
in (3.1).
Lemma 3.3. Let u0 ∈H 1(). If {uNn ; wNn } solves (3.1)–(3.3), then
‖uNn ‖16 c 0¡n6M; (3.6)
‖uNn ‖∞6 c 0¡n6M: (3.7)
Proof. It can be proved as the same as Lemma 2.4 by using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
We now present an existence theorem for the solution {uNn ; wNn } of (3.1)–(3.3). De6ne mapping
Tv : PN → PN ; v∈PN , such that , for u∈PN ; U = Tv(u) satis6es
(U; q) + Nt(DW;Dq) = (v; q) ∀q∈PN ; (3.8)

2
(DU;D$)− (W; $) =− 
2
(Dv;D$)− (˜(u; v); $) ∀$∈PN (3.9)
for some W ∈PN .
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Lemma 3.4. Tv is well de6ned for any Nt ¿ 0 and v∈PN .
Proof. Let {i}Ni=0 be a basis for PN ,
aij = (i; j); bij = (Dxi; Dxj);
A= (aij); B= (bij):
Then U;W can be written as U =
∑N
i=0 Uii;W =
∑N
i=0 Wii, let
U˜ =


U0
...
UN

 ; W˜ =


W0
...
WN

 ;
we have from (3.8) and (3.9)(
A NtB

2B −A
)(
U˜
W˜
)
= f˜;
where f˜ is a vector formed by the right-hand side of (3.8) and (3.9). Obviously,
A˜ ≡
(
A NtB
:
2B −A
)
∼
(
A NtB
0 −A− :Nt2 BA−1B
)
:
A˜ is invertible since A;−A− (:Nt=2)BA−1B are invertible for any Nt ¿ 0, so Tv is well de6ned.
Obviously, for given uNn , the solution (u
N
n+1; w
N
n+1) of (3.1)–(3.3) exists if and only if Tv has a
6xed point for v= uNn , namely
TuNn (u
N
n+1) = u
N
n+1:
Now we prove that Tv is a contractive mapping under some condition.
Lemma 3.5. Fix ¿ 0. Assume that v∈PN and ‖v‖06 , then there exists a constant ¿ 0, such
that, if NtN 4 ¡, then Tv is a contractive mapping from the ball B = {u∈PN : ‖u‖06 2} into
itself.
Proof. Choosing q= =2(U + v) in (3.8), $ =NtW in (3.9), and subtracting them, we get

2
‖U‖20 + Nt‖W‖20 =

2
‖v‖20 + Nt(˜(u; v); W )
6

2
‖v‖20 +
Nt
2
‖˜(u; v)‖20 +
Nt
2
‖W‖20
so
‖U‖206 ‖v‖20 +
Nt

‖˜(u; v)‖20:
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By inverse inequality (see [4, Chapter 9, (4.4.3)])
‖‖∞6 cN‖‖0 ∀∈PN ;
we have that there exists a constant c¿ 0, independent of N and , such that, for ‖u‖0 ¡ 2,
‖u‖∞6 cN; ‖v‖∞6 cN;
hence we have, for some constant d¿ 0,
‖˜(u; v)‖06dN 23;
so
‖U‖206 ‖v‖20 +
Nt

d26N 4
6 2 +
NtN 4

d242
we let 1 = 3=d24, then for NtN 4 ¡1, we have
‖U‖06 2:
Thus, we see that Tv maps B into itself.
Similarly, for u; u′ ∈B, we get for U = Tv(u); U ′ = Tv(u′),
‖U − U ′‖206
Nt

‖˜(u; v)− ˜(u′; v)‖20:
Since there exists constant d′ satisfying
‖˜(u; v)− ˜(u′; v)‖06d′2N 2‖u− u′‖0;
we have
‖U − U ′‖206
d′24N 4Nt

‖u− u′‖20
if we choose 2 = =d′24, then there exists a constant ;; 0¡;¡ 1, when NtN 4 ¡2 , we have
‖U − U ′‖06 ;‖u− u′‖0;
i.e., Tv is a contraction mapping if NtN 4 ¡ =min(1; 2).
Theorem 3.6. Let u0 ∈H 1(), then there exists a constant ¿ 0, depending only on u0 and con-
stants in the inverse inequalities, such that for NtN 4 ¡, problem (3.1)–(3.3) has a unique solution
(uNn ; w
N
n ) for all n¿ 0.
Proof. It can be obtained from Lemmas 3.3, 3.5 and the 6xed-point theorem.
Remark. Here, the condition NtN 4 ¡ is very severe compared to the similar condition NtN 2 ¡
in the Fourier collocation method of Cahn–Hilliard equation with periodic boundary conditions (see
[21]). But in the numerical experiments, we found the actual case is not so pessimistic (see the
numerical experiments).
Now we present the error estimates for the fully discrete scheme (3.1)–(3.3).
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Lemma 3.7. There exists a constant c¿ 0, such that
‖˜(uNn ; uNn+1)− (u(tn+1=2))‖N 6 c
{
‖uNn+1 − u(tn+1)‖N + ‖uNn − u(tn)‖N
+ ‖(u(tn+1)− u(tn))2‖N +
∥∥∥∥u(tn) + u(tn+1)2 − u(tn+1=2)
∥∥∥∥
N
}
;
where tn+1=2 = 12(tn + tn+1).
Proof. It can be obtained as in [6, Lemma 4.3] if we substitute (·; ·)N for (·; ·).
Theorem 3.8. Assume Nt is su<ciently small, the solution u(x; t); w(x; t) of (2.16)–(2.18) satis6es
u∈L∞[(0; T ); Hm+1()]; ut∈L∞[(0; T ); Hm()]∩L2[(0; T ); L4()]; utt∈L2[(0; T); H 2()]; uttt∈L2[(0; T);
H 1()], w∈L∞[(0; T ); Hm()]. uNn ; wNn are the solutions of (3.1)–(3.3). Then there exists a con-
stant c, independent of Nt; N , such that, for n= 0; 1; : : : ; [T=M ],
‖uNn − u(tn)‖06 c{K1N−m + K2(Nt)2}; (3.10)
where
K1 =
(
‖u(tn)‖2m +
n∑
i=0
Nt(‖u(ti)‖2m+1 + ‖u(ti+1=2)‖2m + ‖ut(ti+1=2)‖2m + ‖w(ti+1=2)‖2m)
)1=2
;
K2 =
(∫ T
0
(‖uttt(t)‖21 + ‖utt(t)‖22 + ‖ut(t)‖4W 1; 4()) dt
)1=2
:
Proof. Denote
ENn = u
N
n −#Nu(tn);
FNn+1=2 = w
N
n+1 −#Nw(tn+1=2);
ENn+1=2 =
1
2(E
N
n + E
N
n+1);
4tENn+1=2 =
ENn+1 − ENn
Nt
;
4tu(tn+1=2) =
u(tn+1)− u(tn)
Nt
:
By(3.1)–(3.3), (2.16)–(2.18) and (2.9),we have
(4tENn+1=2; v
N )N + (DFNn+1=2; Dv
N )N = (-t(tn+1=2); vN ) + e(#Nut(tn+1=2); vN )
+ (#N (ut(tn+1=2)− 4tu(tn+1=2)); vN )N ∀vN ∈PN ; (3.11)
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(DENn+1=2; D$
N )N − (FNn+1=2; $N )N = ((u(tn+1=2)− ˜(uNn ; uNn+1); $N )N
+ 
(
D
(
u(tn+1=2)− u(tn) + u(tn+1)2
)
; D$N
)
−(%(tn+1=2); $N )+e((u(tn+1=2)); $N )−e(#Nw(tn+1=2); $N )
∀$N ∈PN ; (3.12)
where -(t) = u(t)−#Nu(t); -t(t) = ut(t)−#Nut(t); %(t) = w(t)−#Nw(t).
Choosing vN = ENn+1=2 in (3.11), $
N = FNn+1=2 in (3.12) and subtracting them, we have

2Nt
(‖ENn+1‖2N − ‖ENn ‖2N ) + ‖FNn+1=2‖2N
=(-t(tn+1=2); ENn+1=2) + e(#Nut(tn+1=2); E
N
n+1=2)
+(#N (ut(tn+1=2)− 4tu(tn+1=2)); ENn+1=2)N + (%(tn+1=2); FNn+1=2)
+(˜(uNn ; u
N
n+1)− (u(tn+1=2); FNn+1=2)N − e((u(tn+1=2)); FNn+1=2)
+
(
D2
(
u(tn) + u(tn+1)
2
− u(tn+1=2); FNn+1=2
)
+ e(#Nw(tn+1=2); FNn+1=2
)
6 ‖4t-(tn+1=2)‖0‖ENn+1=2‖0 + |e(#Nut(tn+1=2); ENn+1=2)|
+ ‖(#N (ut(tn+1=2)− 4tu(tn+1=2))‖N‖ENn+1=2‖N + ‖%(tn+1=2)‖0‖FNn+1=2)‖0
+ ‖(u(tn+1=2)− ˜(uNn ; uNn+1)‖N‖FNn+1=2‖N + |e((u(tn+1=2)); FNn+1=2)|
+ 
∥∥∥∥u(tn) + u(tn+1)2 − u(tn+1=2)
∥∥∥∥
2
‖FNn+1=2‖0 + |e(#Nw(tn+1=2); FNn+1=2)|; (3.13)
where we have used integration by parts to term (D((u(tn) + u(tn+1))=2− u(tn+1=2); DFNn+1=2).
By using (2.4), we have
(‖ENn+1‖20 − ‖ENn ‖20) + Nt‖FNn+1=2‖20
6 cNt
(
‖-t(tn+1=2)‖0‖ENn+1=2‖0 + |e(#Nut(tn+1=2); ENn+1=2)|
+ ‖#N (ut(tn+1=2)− 4tu(tn+1=2))‖0‖ENn+1=2‖0 + ‖%(tn+1=2)‖0‖FNn+1=2‖0
+ ‖(u(tn+1=2))− ˜(uNn ; uNn+1)‖N‖FNn+1=2‖0 + |e((u(tn+1=2)); FNn+1=2)|
+
∥∥∥∥u(tn) + u(tn+1)2 − u(tn+1=2)
∥∥∥∥
2
‖FNn+1=2‖0 + |e(#Nw(tn+1=2); FNn+1=2)|
)
: (3.14)
Now, we estimate every term in (3.14).
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By Lemma 2.7 and (2.6), we obtain
|e(#Nut(tn+1=2); ENn+1=2)|6 ‖#Nut(tn+1=2)− PN−1#Nut(tn+1=2)‖0‖ENn+1=2‖0
=‖[ut(tn+1=2)− PN−1ut(tn+1=2)]− (id − PN−1)[ut(tn+1=2)−#Nut(tn+1=2)]‖0‖ENn+1=2‖0
6 c(‖ut(tn+1=2)− PN−1ut(tn+1=2)‖0 + ‖ut(tn+1=2)−#Nut(tn+1=2)‖0)‖ENn+1=2‖0: (3.15)
Similarly
|e(#Nw(tn+1=2); FNn+1=2)|
6 c(‖w(tn+1=2)− PN−1w(tn+1=2)‖0 + ‖w(tn+1=2)−#Nw(tn+1=2)]‖0)‖FNn+1=2‖0; (3.16)
|e((u(tn+1=2)); FNn+1=2)|
6 c(‖(u(tn+1=2))− PN−1(u(tn+1=2))‖0 + ‖(u(tn+1=2))− IN(u(tn+1=2))‖0)‖FNn+1=2‖0:
(3.17)
By Lemma 2.1
‖#N (4tu(tn+1=2)− ut(tn+1=2)‖06 c
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣u(tn+1)− u(tn)Nt − ut(tn+1=2)
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
1
=
c
2(Nt)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
tn+1=2∫
tn
(t − tn)2uttt(t) dt +
tn+1∫
tn+1=2
((t − tn+1)2uttt(t) dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
6 c′(Nt)3=2
(∫ tn+1
tn
‖uttt(t)‖21 dt
)1=2
(3.18)
computing directly,∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣u(tn) + u(tn+1)2 − u(tn+1=2)
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2
=
1
2
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ tn+1=2
tn
(t − tn)utt(t) dt +
∫ tn+1
tn+1=2
((tn+1 − t)utt(t) dt
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
6 c(Nt)3=2
(∫ tn+1
tn
‖utt(t)‖22 dt
)1=2
: (3.19)
By Lemma 3.7 and (2.4)
‖˜(uNn ; uNn+1)− (u(tn+1=2))‖N6 c
{
‖uNn+1 − u(tn+1)‖N + ‖uNn − u(tn)‖N
+ ‖(u(tn+1)− u(tn))2‖N +
∥∥∥∥u(tn) + u(tn+1)2 − u(tn+1=2)
∥∥∥∥
N
}
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6 c
{
‖ENn+1‖N + ‖-(tn+1)‖N + ‖ENn ‖N + ‖-(tn)‖N +
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
(∫ tn+1
tn
ut(t) dt
)2∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
N
+
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ tn+1=2
tn
(t − tn)utt(t) dt +
∫ tn+1
tn+1=2
((tn+1 − t)utt(t) dt
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
N
}
6 c
{
‖ENn+1‖0 + ‖ENn ‖0 + ‖-(tn+1)‖N ++‖-(tn)‖N
+(Nt)3=2
(∫ tn+1
tn
‖(ut(t))2‖2N dt
)1=2
+ (Nt)3=2
(∫ tn+1
tn
‖utt(t)‖2N dt
)1=2}
: (3.20)
From (3.14)–(3.20), we have
(‖ENn+1‖20 − ‖ENn ‖20) + Nt‖FNn+1=2‖20)
6 cNt(‖ENn+1‖20 + ‖ENn ‖20)
+ cNt(‖-(tn+1)‖2N + ‖-(tn)‖2N + ‖-t(tn+1=2)‖20) + ‖%(tn+1=2)‖20)
+ cNt(‖ut(tn+1=2)− PN−1ut(tn+1=2)‖20 + ‖w(tn+1=2)− PN−1w(tn+1=2)‖20
+‖(u(tn+1=2))− PN−1(u(tn+1=2))‖20 + ‖(u(tn+1=2))− IN(u(tn+1=2))‖20)
+ c(Nt)4
∫ tn+1
tn
(‖uttt(t)‖21 + ‖utt(t)‖22 + ‖ut(t)‖4W 1; 4()) dt: (3.21)
Here, we have used the following inequality for some suitable 0:
a; b¿ 0; ab6
0
2
a2 +
1
20
b2 for any 0¿ 0
and the following inequalities from (2.5)
‖(ut(t))2‖2N = ‖IN (ut(t))2‖2N6 c‖IN (ut(t))2‖206 c‖(ut(t))2‖216 c‖ut(t)‖4W 1; 4();
‖utt(t)‖2N = ‖INutt(t)‖2N6 c‖INutt(t)‖206 c‖utt(t)‖216 c‖utt(t)‖22:
Now summing up over n from n= 0 to k − 1 to (3.21), we have
‖ENk ‖20 +
k−1∑
n=0
Nt‖FNn+1=2‖206 cNt
(
k∑
n=0
‖ENn ‖20
)
+ c
k∑
n=0
Nt(‖-(tn)‖2N + ‖-t(tn+1=2)‖20 + ‖%(tn+1=2)‖20)
+ c
k∑
n=0
Nt(‖ut(tn+1=2)− PN−1ut(tn+1=2)‖20 + ‖w(tn+1=2)− PN−1w(tn+1=2)‖20
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+ ‖(u(tn+1=2))− PN−1(u(tn+1=2))‖20 + ‖(u(tn+1=2))− IN(u(tn+1=2))‖20)
+c(Nt)4
∫ tk
0
(‖uttt(t)‖21 + ‖utt(t)‖22 + ‖ut(t)‖4W 1; 4()) dt: (3.22)
By Gronwall’s inequality
‖ENk ‖206 c′eckNt
(
k∑
n=0
Nt(‖-(tn)‖2N + ‖-t(tn+1=2)‖20 + ‖%(tn+1=2)‖20)
+
k∑
n=0
Nt(‖ut(tn+1=2)− PN−1ut(tn+1=2)‖20 + ‖w(tn+1=2)− PN−1w(tn+1=2)‖20
+ ‖(u(tn+1=2))− PN−1(u(tn+12))‖20 + ‖(u(tn+1=2))− IN(u(tn+1=2))‖20)
+ c(Nt)4
∫ tk
0
(‖uttt(t)‖20 + ‖utt(t)‖22 + ‖(ut(t))2‖2N + ‖utt(t)‖2N ) dt
)
: (3.23)
By (2.5), (2.6) and Lemma 2.6, we have
‖-(tn)‖N = ‖IN-(tn)‖N6 c‖-(tn)‖16 cN−m‖u(tn)‖m+1;
‖-t(tn+1=2)‖06 cN−m‖ut(tn+1=2)‖m;
‖%(tn+1=2)‖06 cN−m‖w(tn+1=2)‖m;
‖ut(tn+1=2)− PN−1ut(tn+1=2)‖06 cN−m‖ut(tn+1=2)‖m;
‖w(tn+1=2)− PN−1w(tn+1=2)‖06 cN−m‖w(tn+1=2)‖m;
|(u(tn+1=2))− PN−1(u(tn+1=2))‖06 cN−m‖(u)‖m6 c′N−m‖u(tn+1=2)‖m;
‖(u(tn+1=2))− IN(u(tn+1=2))‖06 cN−m‖(u)‖m6 c′N−m‖u(tn+1=2)‖m;
so we obtain
‖ENk ‖206 cT (N−2mk1 + (Nt)4k2); (3.24)
where
k1 =
k∑
n=0
Nt(‖u(tn)‖2m+1 + ‖u(tn+1=2)‖2m + ‖ut(tn+1=2)‖2m + ‖w(tn+1=2)‖2m);
k2 =
∫ T
0
(‖uttt(t)‖21 + ‖utt(t)‖22 + ‖ut(t)‖4W 1; 4()) dt:
By triangular inequality
‖uNk − u(tk)‖06 ‖u(tk)−#Nu(tk)‖0 + ‖ENk ‖0
(3.24) and Lemma 2.1, we obtain (3.10).
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4. Numerical experiments
Denote
n = (uNn (x0); u
N
n (x1); : : : ; u
N
n (xN ))
T;
n = (wNn (x0); w
N
n (x1); : : : ; w
N
n (xN ))
T;
g(n; n+1) = (g0; g1; : : : ; gN )T; gj = ˜(uNn+1(xj); u
N
n (xj))
then (3.1)–(3.3) can be expressed the following equations in the vector form for n=0; 1; : : : ; M − 1:
AMn+1 + NtAD′1MD1n+1 =AMn; (4.1)

2
AD′1MD1n+1 +AMg(n; n+1)−AMn+1 =−

2
AD′1MD1n; (4.2)
where M = diag(!0; !1; : : : ; !N ); A = (Li(xj))Ni; j=0, D1 is the matrix of the Legendre collocation
derivative(see [4])
(D1)kj =


LN (xk)
LN (xj)
1
(xk−xj)2 ; k = j; k; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N;
−N (N + 1)
4
; k = j = 0;
N (N + 1)
4
; k = j = N;
0; k = j = 1; 2; : : : ; N − 1:
:
Obviously, A is nonsingular, so we can obtained from (4.1), (4.2)(
M+
Nt
2
KM−1K
)
n+1 −NtKg(n; n+1) =
(
M− Nt
2
KM−1K
)
n; (4.3)
where K=D′1MD1.
The implementation of (4.3) requires the solution of a nonlinear system of equations at each time
step. We use the following predictor–corrector algorithm:
(M+
Nt
2
KM−1K)[0]n+1 = (M−
Nt
2
KM−1K)n −NtKh(n); (4.4)(
M+
Nt
2
KM−1K
)
[m+1]n+1 =
(
M− Nt
2
KM−1K
)
n −NtKg(n; [m]n+1);
m= 0; 1; : : : ; (4.5)
where
h(n) = (h0; h1; : : : ; hN )T; hi = ((uNn (xi)):
We computed some numerical solution for the Cahn–Hilliard equation using our scheme (4.4),
(4.5). Fig. 1 is one example of numerical solutions, we obtained by choosing u0 = −0:1 sin(?x)
+0:01 cos(2?x)+0:06 sin(2?x)−0:02 cos(5?x); =0:016; r2=4; r1=0; r0=−4; N=32; Nt=0:001.
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Fig. 1 shows the evolution from t = 0 to 2. In this example, the patterns hardly changed after
t = 1:25.
Fig. 2 shows the time dependency of energy functional (2.27) of numerical solutions in Fig. 1.
As shown in the energy functional dissipation property, the energy functional f(uNn ) of numerical
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Table 1
Nt err(2;Nt)
0.001 1:6983× 10−4
0.0005 1:4894× 10−4
solutions theoretically decreases as time pass. Fig. 2 indicates that the energy functional f(uNn ) of
numerical solutions decreases and agree with the dissipation property.
Fig. 3 shows the time dependency of mass of numerical solutions in Fig. 1. The mass of numerical
solutions is theoretically independent of time and this is shown in (3.5). From Fig. 3, the mass of
numerical solution is conserved quite well and it agrees with the conserved property also.
About the restriction of the time step Nt, we found that it is not severe as stated in Theorem 3.6.
When u0 = −0:1 sin(?x) + 0:01 cos(2?x) + 0:06 sin(2?x) − 0:02 cos(5?x);  = 0:016; r2 = 4; r1 =
0; r0 =−4; N =32, we chose Nt=0:001; 0:0005; 0:0001, respectively, to solve (4.4), (4.5), Table 1
show the results at t = 2, where
err(t;Nt) =

N−1∑
j=0
|U (xj; t; 0:0001)− U (xj; t;Nt)|2!j


1=2
:
U (xj; t;Nt) express the solution of (4.4) and (4.5) at (xj; t) by using time step Nt. As no exact
solution to (1.1)–(1.4) is known, a comparison between the solution of (4.4) and (4.5) on a coarse
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mesh with that on a 6ne mesh was made. All these calculation procedures are stable, and the diMerent
time step aMects only the exactness of the solution and the counts of iteration. On the other hand,
the time step Nt cannot be too large, otherwise the iteration is not convergent. In this example,
when Nt = 0:005, the iteration is divergent. In our computation, we chose Nt ∼= N−2 and obtained
good results.
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